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~ Introduction 

May the aut-hor- be allowed a short personal remark. Fornearly 

. 35 years, since on a foggy winter evening I entered the lf old l1 part 

of the Cavendish Laboratory to take part in the British proj ect for 

the utilization of nuclear energy, I have in one or.the other way 

been concerned wi th this field. I gave numberless lectures and. 

classes on ptysical, chemical and biological aspects of nuclear . 

energy, I have built up a practical class in radiochemistry, I 

worked as official expert on nuclear energy, I have been a member 

of the official IfCommission on Radiation Protection" of the Republic 

of Austria for about one and a half decades, I was an official 

reporter on questionsofnuclear energy for the World Power 

Conference, I have served on the editorial board of several 

journals on nuclear science, I am author of many popular and 

scientific books on nuclear energy, and I taught in Asia and 

Africa for the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) , 

Like many scientists of my generation, I began as an 

enthusiast of the peaceful applicationsof nuclear. energy. 

However, gradually I developed a critical attitude. My.scepticism 

isnow, although· I still·do not consider myself an absolute.· 

opponent of nuclear energy, quite pronounced. 11;1 this manuscript, 

the reasons for my scepticismare to beexplained, mainly from the 

standpoint of developed countries, including my own country. 

After the paper had been practically completed, the detailed 

and thorough Report of,the British "Royal~Comm;ission on 

.. Environment al Pollution tt on "Nuclear Powerand the Environment" (1) 

has been published, generally known as Flowers Report after the 

Chairman of the Commission, the nuclear physicist Sir Brian 

Flowers, F.R.S. That Report, which invarious respects arrive.s 

at similar conclusions, is much to be recommended. Only it should 

··be kept in mind that in the Flowers Report the extremely serious 

problem cf the increase in the danger of war as a. consequence of 

the expansion of "peaceful" nuclear energy has been touched but not 

fully discussed, although the Commission was weIl aware of the 

importance of the question. The terms of reference of the Commission, 

as explained on page 5 of the Flowers Report, excluded this problem. 
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§ 2. The Energy Crisis 
.'~ : ; .. 

'" Up to the~' so·.;,.called energy crisl.s 9 the developed countries got 

1a:s~d to a.fast:rate of growth ofenergy production. Für instance in 

Austria the annual increase of total' energy production amountedto' 

5 % and that of electrical energy tO'7 % for many years. Influential 

leaders in the industry of electricpower ask us to pl~ for a 

similar rate cf increase'also for the future. They threaten us .:rith 
the need to return to the, pitch torch if their demands were rejected. 

<B.u,t a rate of increase of 7 % per year, i. e. exponential growth in 

that rhythm, means a sixfold increase to the end of the century, and 

a 36fold increase -within 50 yeärs. Thus 'it would be necessary to 

build 36 power plants of: e'quäl size for every plant now existing 

before the year 2025. 

While such ideas are to be considered as absurd," i t must be 

admi tted that the problems of Emergysuppiy are extremely serious 

even at; lower rates of growth. Nobody will argue in favour of an 

increase in.:oil and gas imports beyond what is absolutely indis

pensap'l~;i;The coal reserves of'rhany countries~ includlng Austria, 

are limited, and. in other states no coal is found at all. Even in 

cou:q.tries rich incoal a furtherlarge-scale expansion of mining 

would have intolerabJ:e consequences, namely, the need to send down 

into the pit s further armiE~s. of miners 9 acancerous growth of the 

accessory installations and themeans of transport, further 

burdening of the atmosphere with dust and gas, inacceptable 

pollution and :heating of the ri vers, etc etc. 

Likewise, the reserves of unused hydropower are quite limited, 

at least in Europe. Even in Austria, where such reserves still 

exist, their furt her util~z~tion increasingly threatens th~ 

environment. The projectsfor the.exploitation of the Danube in 

the Wachau, of the rivers of Eastern Tyrol and of the magnificent 

waterfalls of Krimmi may be recalled. In every case, the construction 

of the power plants would lead to far-reaching destruotion of the 

scenery. 

Theenergy problem wo1ild be mitigated, though' not'eiiminated, 

if tlledeveloped countries 'adopted zet6 growth of energy production. 

The principal means would be drastic reduction of energy consumption 

in many fields. Whether desirable or not, for reasons that cannot be 
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discussed here such a change of mind does not take place. Hence we 

shaJl start from the assumption that we have to provide for a further 

growth in power production. 

§ 3. Onll Nuclea~ ~~rg,y ? 

In the circumstances, it cannot surprise that almost all 

developed countries have officially embraced nuclear energy, For 

ins~ance, in Switzerland practically only nuclear power stations 

are being built, and Franc-e has gone' "tout nucleaire" ·in new 

constructions. The world also knows the ambiticius programmes of the 

USA, the USSR and the Federal Republicof Gerinany. 

On the, other hand, the rapid growth of'· PQPular movements, 

especially in the areas that are concerned directly, shows 

discontent ~Qng the people. In the last analysis it appears that 

they are alarmed by. their knowledge of the consequences of the 

mili tary use of nuclear energy against Japan. (2) where 250000 w'ere 

killed in Hiroshima and Nagasaki (3). A feeling cf danger has taken 

hOld,*) 

However, the people are, for lack of .expert knowledge, often 

unable to maintain themselves in discussions against the phalanx of 

highlY9.ualified, ,highly paid and highlyprestigious experts that 

depend in their wellbeing and their further careei' onthe mighty 

nuclear power industry. Th}s includes hundreds of firms enormously 

large and rich firms, ,including Westinghouse, General Electric, 

Gulf Oil, AEG, Siem~ns~, Sulzerand.Framatome. The opponents of nuclear 

energy ~d the ,sceptics are ~umerous, but not well organized, and 

often they laok the right expert advice. Nevertheless in recent times 

the number of leading scientists has grovmthat warn against a 

transition to nuclear energy, or at lea:st against i ts limi tless 

*) Nevertheless, many people still. da. rrot'know what the future 
'. 1's to'brin:g . A strikingexamplehas been providedbythe 

Canadian Nuclear Association, an organisat1on of nuclear 
industry (4). In a pon, 47% of the people admittedthat they 
had never heard of a utilization of nucle'ar energy for the 
production of electricity. All over the world, much too little 
is known about the ghastly effects of nuclear weapons by lay 
persons. 
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'"\ :~: : 
" ; . .' :.' . L~::.: 

expansion. Their motive is only the sense of responsibility. Among 

them, we might name Hannes Alfven, John Edsall, Brian Flowers, 

Henry Kendall, George Kistiakovsky, Harold Urey and George Wald, 

to mention just a few world famous men. 

";'.: 

The public rationalizes ':i t·s deeplyfelt 66nc~rrt' by arguing about 

the present and the l1ear ;f\lture. The problems are e~pl,1B.:~\~:z~gl:. that 

spring from the escape .oLradioacti ve substances ("nuclides") during 

the normal operation of reactors. The warming.,?f the rivers by the 

cooling water from power stations is a further cause of worry,~ Above 

all, people are disquieted by the possiblities of disaster. The 
,I)'J. 

knowledge contributes that the insurance companies refuse to insure 

',f:: 

for damage above a certain level. The disaster of Seveso comes to 

mind which also had not been foreseen. Yet.Seveso would pale compare~ 

to the thousandfold greater dangers in nuclear ca.tastrophes where th(. ";..r ',':,' '-.. . ,]..' ... -' 
liberated nuclear pois0Il: would be indestrl;lci;i.ble and would continue 

action li teral~;;for ~~ou~ands of cent\l:r.i~~:r',~} 
The pre~~~·tsurvey does not refer to th'ese short- and,m.iddle

term problems, however serious they are. Rather, it begins where 

they end. To enter into the disC1.l.ssion of long-term problems we make 
.: .. , ..... , 

the overoptimistic, therefore unfounded, assumption thatall the 
T ~ - :' " . 

difficulties connected.with the present generation of power plants 

have already been solv,-ed. Which long-term problems are then 

fore seen ? 

True, man has difficulties in thinking beyond the generations 

of the children and perhaps also of the grandchildr~n ,and great-
. i (~' . • 

grandchildren. The peasants in arid countries do not ;want to do 

without goats although they prevent the growth oL~r;e.es,; the peasants 

do not recognize that thcy cndangcr thc future of thoir,oountry. On 
• .;. . : ~! 

a larger scale, we may recall the Romans and VeneJianJl.YlpO destroyed 
'., .' " . ,-',-' 

the forests of Dalmatia to get timber for ships although in this way 

they changed the land into karst and made way for erosion. Yet these 

problems wereorare of a regional nature. But the trenlendous power 

*) The firm Cremer"and Warner. Ltd., Londoh, says (5): liAs consultantE 
to the Lombardy' regionwith confidential access to all thedata 
we remain cautiously optimistic that the affected areas 'around 
Seveso can be won back." This guarded wording refers to a 
chemical, hence destructible, poison. 

;.; 
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of modern techniques makes it possible that shortsighted measures 

iri;the field of energy production lead to global disasters with 

which mankind cannot deal any more. 

§ 4. The Dimension ofthe Problem .. 

. . 

To illustrate the dimension of the problem, we may use as a 

starting point a speech made early in 1975 by the then chairperson 

of: the Uni ted States Atbmic' Energy Commission (USAEC), Dr. Dixie 

Lee Ray. She predicted alone for the USA for the year 2000 nuclear 

power to the extent of 1,2 milliard kilowatts, kw (= 1,2 million 

megawatts, Mw = 1200 giga:Watts,Gw).---'li'or disciission we shall assume 

then, as nuclear power programmes are under way in many countries, 

5000 Gw for the world. Buti t would'h'ardly affect the considerations 

if we reduced this estimate.by a f~ctor of2 or even 5. 
In almost all r~actors, urani1;l.m. 235 and/or plutonium 239 serves 

as nuclear fuel. During operation, neutron~ :are inevi tably captured 

by uranium 238, the main isotope of nq,tural uranium, which is also 

present, and the product decays to plutonium 239. In this way, 

plutonium is generated in an amount whichmay be larger or smaller 

than the amount of nuclear fuel consumed" but which in any case is 

large. In the breeders, the amount of fuel is actually increased 

during operations. The breeders. are the reactors of the second 

generation. 

After a time in the reactor, the fuel elements that contained 

the original fuel can be dissolved and supjected to chemical separa

tions to obtain the fission products and the plutonium. Subsequently 

the plutonium, nQrmally in the f.orm ·of the oxide, can be used as new 
:' ',' . 

fuel. According tothe ideas of nuqleq,r .industry and of the govern-
r _ • " ' 

ments, by the year 2000 a large part, maybe the main part, of nuclear 
~ . " . 

power is to be derived fromplutonium. In this way, a transition to 
. . 

a "plutonium economy" (6) will have taken place" 

For approximate orientati.on it Ill:ay be stated that every Mw of 

electric power (briefly, 1. Mw [e])Q..uring 1 year corresponds to the 

consumption of about 1 g of nuclear fuel. Therefore, power of 5000 Gw 

implies a consumption of 5000. t~:ms offuel per year .. These 5000 t of 

uranium 235 or plutonium 239 would be contained in fuel elements with 
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net weight s (uranium 238' plus fuel )of 150000 t in thecJse"of iighf 

water reactdrs, or in 15000 t irt th~tof breeders. 

The annual production of plutoniumw'ouldbe, if breeders\vere 

used, also about 5000 t. Further it may be assumed that the technical 

cycle of the removal of the partly burnt-up fuel elements, their 

storage under water during a co.olingperrdd,th~ir u~tilization for 

the production of plutonium oxide and the manufacture of new fuel 
. . 

elements requires about 2years. In thiscase, we shall have in the 

year 2000 about 10000 tons of plutonium in circulation in the world, 

not counting the stuff within the reactors. 

§.3:. The Fast" Breeder 
.(i·> 1-:.< 

Among the breeders, rrpreference is on tecihlical grounds given to 

the fast breeders, whe~ejthe~ch~in reacti6n is propagated by fasi 

neutrons (7,8). However, the fast breeders are particularly diffictilt, 

expensive and dangerous. Thecontrol 6f the chain reaction - and, if 

necessary, i ts interruption ,,-' arerifade difficul t by tli~ enormous speed 

of the neutrons öf::1.o000 km/sec ;;he'hceall processes need ve'ry short 

time only. (Thermal,' fullyslowed'-down', neutrons, as used in the 

reactors of thef'irst generation, b.'ave speeds of 2 km/sec 'Örily.) In 

certain circumst,ances, the destruction of the core of a fast'breeder 

increasesitsr:eacti vi ty so that a nuclear detonati'on can folIbw. 

The nuc'lear fuel' (uranium 235 and/or plutonium 239) is prE?~ent 

in the fuel elements of the core of the fast breeder in high cohcen

tration, typical:ly: 20:;%. Therefore the inventory is very expEms:Lve 

and on'l?e.oJ;:l:omic grounds much higher power (maybe by a 'factor 10fper 

unit voJ,.')jUlle is required than in the usual reactors of the first 

generat:i.on~"Because of the resulting need of the rapid removal of 

heat, liguid,sodium':must be applied as: a coolant. Out side the reactor, 

the sodiWIJ."transfers its'heatin an exchanger to water, and this 

evaporates;a1ilClc dri:v:esa,steamturbine. Now'liquid sodium is a material 

previously unknown to industrial technology. It reacts violEmti';}i ;wi th 

water or'a,i:p. Moreover,' on exposureto neutrons the sodium bec3nies 

intenselY:J;,'ad:hoaet,ive . Therefore damage to the coolant cyclerriEl,y'have 

catastr;üpJ1Q;Q' conseq,uenceso,To reduce the risks, a second sodi{iIn'toop 

is int~rpQse.d':;b'etween the primary, radioacti ve, sodi um and'<tiie'-:->:' 

water.':; ,. 

'I 

" 

: .1. 

·r,: ' 

,i.:' 

.f ~ 
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Furthermore, the :fast neutrons with their tremendous kinetic 

energythrow atoms of f:uel or of other materials outof their 

equilibrium.po.sitionsi when they collide wi th' them. This radiation 

damage,leads to deformations and changes in the dimensions (swelling) 

of materials which interfere with the function of the reactor. For 

instance the coolant flow may be stopped, i.e. a kind of coronar 

thrombosis may occur. 

J;t .is said that breeders are needed for theutilization? by way 

of plutonium, of theuranium 238. However, the resources of uranium 

and therefore also· of· uranium 238 in the crust of the Earth are very 

large (6,9). The increase,in the cost of power on transition to 

uranium from pOQrer,depos.its is unimportant because in nuclear power 

stations, .in contrast to .fossil fuel stations, the de'cisi ve expense 

is not fOT .fuel, but 'forcapi tal service (6,9) . Hence breeders will 

for a long time, from-the point of viewof fuel supply, not be 

required. As we shall show, other possibilities forenergy'production 

may befqund during that long time. 

§ 6 .. ,Problems -of Reprocessing 

In a medium-size !luclea:rpower station the activity of the 

fission. product s q.uring operat,ion is thousands of milliards of . ~ , ( 

curies. By definition, this. corresPQnd.s to that of equally many 

milliards of grams ofradium, i.e. of equally many thousands of 

tons of radium. For comJ?arison we 1'l2call that thestrongest sources 

of radium as used in cance~hosp~tals contain only a few hundred 
'1" ," •. 

milligram or at most a few gram ,of.radium. They are manipulatedby 

remote control with the utmost care. 

Consequently, in the reprocessing of the used'fuel elements, 

which is carried out mostly for .the recovery of the plutonium, 

precautionary measures without precedent are needed. As mentioned, 

the fuel elements must first be.stored in water for, a few months so 

that their activity decreases to about one tenth of the value which 

it had 1 hour after the end of exposure.in the reactor. Subsequently 

the fuel elements are dissolved i11: ,automatic machinery, and subjected 

to chemical operations by remote, control. The factory departments 

where plutonium, as an oxide, is used for the production of new fuel 
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elements likewise require remote control. Plutonium oxide changes 

easi:ly,in,tq, ,I,in.s, dust, . which is extremely .toxic, as will be seen. 

Because·:ofthe extraordinary intensi ty pf the radiations , repair of 

rep.I'oq.essing machinery is hardly poss.ible. Thus the utmost quality 

·:.i,n jq.esign anel: construct.ion are needed) hardly 8; factor for 

ch.eapness,,:! . 

····.T,:p.e number and capacity of reprocessing factories in the world, 

at least for peaceful purposes, in no way corresponds to the produc

tion of used fuel elements, although the quantity of the latter is 

~t4;IJ-.:relatively small. In Great Britain and in France factories of 

modest size exist while e.g. in USA and in Japan there are nom at 

all. Also in the Federal Republic of Germany the construction of a 

:factory is still under.discussion. It is supposed to have a capacity 
.. " 

9{·oJ;lly 1500 tons of used fuel elements per year, to need a time of 

Gonstruction of 8 - 10 years, and to cost 5 milliard marks. Yet 

1500 tone per year correspond with reactors of the first generation 

.. (;Light, .water ):,eactors). only to a consumption of 22 tons of uranium 235 • 
., .. ''-.-.~.' '.'(- L j.;. . '. '. L . ' . : (': ;': . . 

(Initial uranium 235 content of 3 %in the enriched fuel, one half of 

it used up in the reactor.) This quantity of fuel is sufficient for 

22 Gw during the year only. This corresponds to only 2 % of the power 

in the USA in the year 2000., according to the estimate by Dr. Ray, 

or (considering the 4::""Üme~j smaller :~o':pulation) to 8 % of a similar 

power: -in the 'Federal Republic. True, on transition to breede:y;s the 

throughputcif ',the 'reprocessing factory, referred to energymade, 

increases, aß' the breeders use strongly enriched fuel. On, the other 

hand, beCEtliSe 'öf .the much increased radiation intensi ty and the much 

increased pl'utoniumcontent, both per unit weight, the reprocessing 

of fuel from' breeders is much more difficult. 

One per~öent of,plutonium that is lost in the reprocessing 

cycle means, with an input of 5000 tons, not less than 50 tons. 

Important loss6sof rawmaterial have always been inevitable in the 

metallurgical'andchemical industries. Works where repair is difficult 

or impossible will:hardly show better efficiency if they are, to some 

extent atleastvto o'perate economically. 

(Ofcourse,' in! the secretly - operated military enterprises, 

especially in c:r~ash prögrams, li ttle care is taken to prevent losses. 

A striking caseis that of the Hanford plutonium works, Washington 

State,where about 100 'kg of dilute plutonium, apparently hard to 
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recove~, were just dumped into di tches •. When this was later found. out 

by some outside agency, al~r:m was sounded that the plutonium might. 

collect in a corner and produce a chain reaction, i. e. a nuclear 

explosion (1 O}.) 

Even if a decisionwere taken not to recover the plutonium from 

the nuclear power plants, the used fuel elements could not be stored 

in their ponds indefinitely because their hulls would corrode, and 

fission products would come out. However, storage could indeedbe 

continued until alternatives to a, plutonium economy are in sight. In< 

this case one could limit the size of the reprocessing factories and,. 

also take aceount of technieal proeess to be expected. This proposal 

of a moratorium for reproeessing faetories has been made in the 

26th Pugwash Conference (1976). 

~ 7- .Thf?_.19JC_tc.i.~.Y_.2_L Plutonium 

Losses o:f<pliltoniuIn are a very serious matter' as i t is by far 

the most poisonoui3 material of practical importanee that exists. 

Symbolie was the meth'öd· how the toxiei ty of this evil substanee was 

tested on man for·the'first tiine.During the years 1945 - 47, 

plutonium were in;)"ecied by agent S of the U. S. imclear weapons projeet 

(uManhatten Engineering Distriettt)to a number of patients in four 

leading Ameriean hospit~lswithöut their eonkent (11). 
The toxiei ty (12) is based on the indestructi ble effect of the 

radioaetivity which overwhelms any ehemical toxicity. The exeeptional 

danger of plutonium, ~hieh ftom the point of view of radiation 

protection can reallybeca:Il~d'a devilish substance, results from 

the unfortunate coinciclGrice üf :fouf fact s (9). 

First, plutonium eriiitsalpha-radiation, 1. e. radiation with the 

strongest effect on li vi:ng cells per uni t of transferred energy. 

Secondly, the half iife (24doo ye~rs) is so long, that the 

substance does not eveh during Iriany human generations decay. 

Thirdly, the half-life is, onthe other hand, so short, that the 

activity per unit mass is nevertheless very large. For instance, it 

30000 times larger than that of uranium 235. 

Fourthly, because of its particuler chemieal properties the 

plutonium tends to concentrate within the human body on the surfaces 
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of cells that are very sensitive to radiations. In the cases of 

introduction with food'or water or (i~' experi~ents) by intravenous 

injection thecells of the bone marrO\;/~d of the liver are involved. 

In practice, .inhalation as dust is more important. ,In this case 9 the 

plutonium is absorbed by lung tissue and remains there for long 

periods; As has 'been ~entioned, the oxide, technically the most 

importantf'orrriof' plutol:lium 9 strongly tends to produce dust. An 

acceleration of··t·he otherwise very slow excretion of plutonium from 

the body bytreatmElrit"with specific chemieals is ineffective, and 

hardly possi ble ';irf :prEictice. 

ThehighlYreputed International Commission for Radiation 

Protectioh (ICRP)·;ha§·cI1.~:{s~d 'plutonium 239 as one ~f the most 

dangerous radiönuclide;s~ Phe'~maximum J?er~issible . content Ül the 

whole body has been fixed for people'which professionally work with 

radioactive substances on the extremely low value of 0.4 microcuries 

(millionth of a curie), equivalent to 0.65 micrograms (millionth of 

agram), of this, 0 .25.:m±crogramsin the lungs;-The limit per person 

in the general population is 30 times lower still. Thus min:u.te 
" ~.: ,~ . .:.: ~i .. 

quantities of plutonium compounds wi thin the body can bei;:tn 

intolerable burden. ThE? maximum permissible content in professionals 

just rrientionedcorrespond's t~.j/.·~~rt in 8 x 1015 pa;r.ts of the amount 
! , '. ~ ~ 

of plutonium here foreseen for the year 2000. 
. I -

Plutonium 240, likewise alpha7"Slctive, must be, referred to 
~ -, . ['. . .t: 

equal weight,even more poisonous than ~ts isotope, the'nuclear fuel 

plutonium 239. 'While ihe·:two\sotope~ are identical chemically, the 
l' 

half-life of plutonium ~49 i 7 4 times shorter (6600 years) , .therefore 

the specific activi ty 4 ~:i.mes larger. Plutonium 240 arises when 

plutonium 239 within the operating reactor captures a furth~r 

neutron, insteaa of suff'ering fission. In contrast to pl1}.tonJum .239., 
the heavier isotope is not subj ect to fission by sloW:Il:eut,rQ!l;s,; 

. . •. 1 : L. 

Therefore, reactor plutonium always consists, to an important extent, 

of the isotope 240. The extent is the larger, the longer the 
" J. ' 

plutonium 239 was exposed to neutrons • 
. ~.; ~ 

!-
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§ 8. Problems of Terminal Storage 
: :···· ... '1 

.,:t,;,,',Clearly 'in the reproce.ssing factories fissionproduct s are 

obt'a;ined iriquantities almost equal tothat of nuclear fuel consumed . 

. cHence an annual fuel consumption of 5000 ,t corresporids to a production 

of 5000 t of fissionproduct-S'. Evenafter partial decay during 

storage, the beta.., and gamma-activities of these "ashes" are still 

of,unimaginable, magni tude., >There are fission product s wi th short 

and',wi th long half-lives,of: course, the share of the long-li ved 

substances in total activity increases with time·of storage. Among 

the most common long..;:'live,d fission products we find strontium 90 

(hal'f-life28years)'and :cresium137 (30 yea:rs) .Small amount s of 

product s wi thifar",l'ongerhalf-li ve.s are also present, including 

zirconium 93 (900000'years) and iodine 129 (17 million years). After 

cherrJ.ical reproc'essing thef,ission producn s cannot indefini telyremain 

i'n"the factory~;Away ofterminal storage must be found. 

A proposal has been made thatsmells of sciencefiction, namely, 

to shoot the fission product s in rockets into space'. Qui te apart 

from the risks,'of ,'a;failure;~' which would have terrible consequences, 

the cost of such a method wouldbeexcessive. The proposal need not 

be taken seriously.Most experts plan to dump the fission products, 

after converaioriinto solid form,iriabandoned salt mines:. The 

presence of the.salt is meant to prove that the place hasso far 

remained dry. Mcireover, salt shows plastic flow and therefore yields 

to changes in tectonic pressure. Finally, salt is a relatively good 

conductor ofheat:'sothat the heat generated inthe absorption of 

nuclear radiation, is 'carried off • 

. -';:' Yet even:in the USA, particularly rich in salt, so far'no 

~eally fit place:f'orterminal storage has beenfound. A mine in Kansas, 

which hadalready been selected, :was'left again after further tests. 

Furthermore ,there are many countries 'wi thout any' sal t. But 'so far no 

count~has expressed a readiness to accept permanently highly active 

wastesfrom the nucl'ear power stations of other countries. Austria, 

,too, will have to take back the fission products made here after they 

emerge from a foreign reprocessing :factory --if sÜch a fact:ory can be 

f'ound a:t all. Because of their smallness 'and on 'o,ther grounds none of 

Austria's salt mines offer possibilities. Following the example of 

Sweden, terminal storage in cavities that are blasted into granite 
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is envisaged. Of course, in this way the particular advantages of 
-1 

salt are lost,and<new- problems arise. 

;,~;., ;Eor the embedding of dilute and mainly short-lived material 

b<:;fore transport ~to the fina:Cdestination., bitumen -is' co~sidered, 
for con,qe:n,trated and long-lived material-glass. The fission products 

arefused intothe glass, with inevitable loss of volatile components 

(noble gas€(s; iodine, etc.). A further:problem with glass is that it 

could., beca!1se of the intense irradiation, after a'long period 

dev,elop cracks, and release radioac'tive material. Laboratory tests 

which naturally cover only short periods, cannot furnish relevant 

guara:p.teesF:,An 'extrapolation from short-term to long-term behaviour 
:", 

would:,npt. p:e _ju,stified in this case. 

-!. Thepro'pl:em:bf terminal storage is much aggravated by the 

presence ~;t~+emaining plutonium and öf other radioactive elements 

near the upper,iend of the Periodic Table (transuxaniliu'n elements). 

These elements' are::formed in the reactor along with the fission 

products and have inc:many "ases particularly long half-li ves. For 

instance, plutoniumj239 (24000 years) requires hundr~ds of thousands 

of years for practically complete decay. 

To what extent canfission products be separated from trans

uranium elements iritechnical practice? It is true that in the 

laboratory any degree of purification can be achieved. But in a 

technically usefulprocess the costs of such operations increase 

steeply wi th the degreeiof purificatiori' ("decontamination ll
). 

Supporters of nuclear 'power have spoken of decontamination factors 

up to 109 • Only one atom of plutonium from each original milliard of 

atoms would remain with-Lthe fission p'i·oducts. In fact, even a factor 

104 , said to be obtiained in the best technical practice now (13), 

will be hard to beat. As theamount of newly formed plutonium 

corresponds, by orde:r:'ofm:agnitude;- teF that of the fission products, 

the 5000 t of fission:productswould still contain at least 500 kg 
- - -.-' _. ,-f __ 

of plutonium, and thiswould remain in the dumps. 'Othertransuranium 

elements, some with even-longer half:"lives, are al~o:present. 

(Reference has ali.eady \ueen made in § -6, to th~ lack of care to 

be expected from the military. There is no doubt that nothing of the 

virtuous attitude displayed' by the civilian industry is shown by the 

military, operating in secretiand free from outside criticism. God 

knows wh at has happened to the enOT~OUS amounts of wastes, certainly 
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, ..... , . 

containing a i6t 'cf plutoniulDt that must already have accumulated 

from military reprocessing factories.) 

A quest ion of principle refers to the future control of the 

terminally stored wastes from nuclear power plants. Industry likes 

toJi'forget'i them. We are asked to accept that even during hundreds 

of thousands of years all will be in ordero In contrast, experts 

with a higher sense of responsibility admit the need for permanent 

machinery for cont1ol. The radiation~ the generation of heat, and 

tectonic changes TImst be monitored. This implies for practically 

. infinite periods the provision of skilIed personal to read and to 

service the instruments, to sound alarm and to take action in 

emergericies. Unfortunately, such guard functions will hardly 

attract experts of quality. Nor can, in the light of our experience, 

the required stability of human society be taken for granted over 

thousands of centuries. 

§ 9. The Transport Problem 

Every reprocessing factory is supposed to serve a number of 

nuclear reactors. Therefore the used fuel elements will have to be 

transportedto the factories, and the fission products and the 

plutonium wili 'have t~ be transported back. The physicist Alvin 

Weinberg,' a champion of nuclear energy and former director of the 

leading nuclear researCh institute of the USA, Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory (ORNL), foresees for the USA in the year 2000 ab out 12000 

such transports per year, and a mean distance of 1000 miles (14). 

The transport of used fuel elements is carried out in flcoffins", each,' 

of which may contain 1500 kg of material and may weigh 50 t. Strong, 

walls are needed for radiation prt'ltection, and because of the heat 

produced cooling is needed. At any time, about 100 such transports 

will simultaneously be under way. On the basis of the known frequency 

of accidents inthe American railway system, Weinberg estimates that 

on an average about 12 derailments per year, of varying seriousness, 

are to be expected. The coffins must withstand all the accidents. 

Accordingto a far reaching proposal by Weinberg tb,e transport 

problem would be mitigated if a number of power stations with a 

reprocessing factory could be integrated into a socalIed nuclear park. 
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On the other hand, such an enormous centralization of en.ergy production, 

each park producing 10 gigawatts and more, Vloul<i produce new technical 
. ,~, :, ", . , ' . . ~,L . :. 

problems, for instance in the supply and the r~moval of coo~ing water 

and in the networks for the transport and th,e distribution of the 

electric power. Such nuclear parks are clearly out of question for 
.'. " ; ... ': .. 

smaller and even for medi~ sized countries. They would lose indepen-
, , ,- ';" 

dence i~ power supply and therefore, inpractice, an important part of 

theirsovereignty., . 

Plutonium scattered .in operating losses and accidents and 
r 

especially in warfare is ~ound during the. centuries ,nti3, thousands 
, ' , , " ' , . . '~ i' ,',' , , . , 

of centuries to be carried alongby wind and water, and thus to spread. 
,". . 

The indestructi ble poison will eng1.llf further and furthe:r areas to an 

inCrE:l!3.sing exten.t, and there will be li ttle that can be done about i t -

incomparab:Ly: less than can be done about the destructible chemical 

poison in the tiny place called Seveso, 

§ 10, Dangers of Terrorism, and theJhreat to Civil Liber~ies 

Becauseof theenormous radioactivity of. reactors, reprocessing 
r_L , ' 

factories and transports, the danger exists that cr:iminals or 
: .L J. " ' 

terrorists, for blac1cma.il, threaten or carry out sabotage~ The 

consequences could b EO particularly seriouswith nuclear parks. In 
.!.".,:'l 

certain circumstances, sabotage could be carried: out already by single 

persons wi th access' *? Alternat i vely, 'crimirials or t'~'rrorist~ could 

acquire for bomb prgdu<?tion separated: pl,ut.onium. This. is n<;)t protected 
, ' -:: \., r •• :";. 

by the radioactivity o.f. the fission products. 

According to the lead:ing American we'apons constri~tor' rr''heodore 

Taylor (15,16) all inf.()rmation reqU:ii~dfor. bomb making is ~;available 
" ")-,' . (', ;' . 

in the open literature. Another.expert has more drastically stated that 
'ii ':':."'~'-:~'-~ rfr"'j .. ,~ ;'. ,' .. ,', 

for the putting together of bombs p.othints, else is needed "hut plutonium 
... J 

and a.knowledge of reading and writing. No plutonium metal, hard to 
! : '~ '"C" , • 

:lE) This is illustrated by the famous acc?ident in the'nuclear\ power 
st at ion Brown I s. Ferry, USA" where- :the .~a.ction of asingle ·wo.rker 
would very nearIy have Ied t.o the dest.r:q.ction of the whole 
station, He had beenl~s:tru:'cted< tö use"an ordinary candle in 
repairing a component, A fire, .and a chain reaction cf failures 
that followedcould be brought under Qontrol ~fter many hours 
only through the heroism of the dr'ew,which acte:ci independently 
and non-conventionallY'J 
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produce, is wanted. Plutonium oxide is sufficient. The problems 

r!,?su;Lting from acontent of plutonium 240 in the plutonium 239 will 
" .' ~ <': 

be dealt with below, but it can already here be emphasized that 

ordinary reactor plutonium can very wellserve as a nuclear explosive. 

For instance, the plutonium generated in the British and the French 

"peaceful" power stations has, accordingto Taylor ,.served for 

military purposesat least through 1974. 
"i' 

Diversion of plutonium and sabotage will, according to the 

intentions of industry and the government, be prevented by extensive 

ail,lIlinistrative measures, Le., in the last analysis', by police action. 

Therefore at least for the growing number of collaborators of the 

nuclear industry the rights of man will have to be limited. In 

expertises written by private firms in the pay of the National 

Regulatory.Commission (NRC), one of the two successors of the U.S. 

Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC), it is suggested that the collabora

tors areinvestigated in respect of their past, their poli tical views, 

their livingconditions and their foreign connections, and that.they 

are periodically subj ecte9. to compulsory psychiatric examinations (17). 

In the Flowers Report (p.82) we read~IIMany people are concerned 
about the implications for society of the security arrangements 

'e ·that might become riecessary in a plutonium economy. An effective 
security organisation could not be merely passive, simply 
reacting to events. It would need to have an active role, as 
was recommended for the USA i;n theRosenbaum report. That is, 
to infiltrate potentially dangerous organisations, monitor the 
activities of nuclear employeesand members ofthe public and, 
generally , carry out clandestine operations. It would also need 
to have powers 6f search and powers to clear whole areas in an 
emergency. Such operations might need to be conducted on a scale 
greatly exceeding what would otherwise be requiredon grounds of 
national sec].lrity in democratic countries. The fear is expressed 
that adequate security against nuclear threats. will be obtained 
only at the price 01' gradual but inexorable infr:Lngements of 
personal freedom." 

In another place (p. 128-129) i t is statedg The second issue is 
over the secret surveillance of members of the public and 
possibly of employees who may make "undesirable" contacts. Tbe 
'acti vities might include the use of informers, infiltrators, 
wiretapping, checking on bank accounts and the opening of mail? 
and· they would be practised on members or suspected members of 
extremist or terrorist groups oragents of foreign powers who it 
wasthought might plan an attack on, or theft from, a plutonium 
plant. We regard such acti vi ties as highly likely, ·and indeed 
inen ta:b}e •.•.. ~. Wefind it hard to believe thatsuch an 
intolerable situation could arise in this country, though it 
might do so in countries with repressive regimes. It must be 
remembered, however, that in 00nsidering the hazards of the 
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plutonium economy we are concerned with cond'itions as they might 
be fifty or more years ahead. What is mostto be feared isair' 
insidious growth in surveillande in response to a growing thre13.t 
as the amount of plutonium in existence, and familiarity with 
its properties, increases, and the possibility that a single: 
serious incident in the future might bring a realisation of the 
need to increase security measures and surveillance tö a degree 
that would be,regarded as wholly unacceptable, but which could 
not then be avoided because of the extent of our dependence on 

.tc'plutonium for'en'ergy supplies. The unquantifiable effects of the 
security measures that might becomE? necessary in the plutonium 

';::" economy' of' the future should be a major consideration in any 
decision concerning a substantial increase in the nuclear power 
programm~ ~ 11 • 

Weinberg (18) has the following opinion about themeasures needed 

for t,he national and international maintenance ofdiscipline in a 

plutoniu,m economy: HEach country now has i t s own Atomic Energy 

. ,Commission that sets standards or, in some cases, act.ually 
"monitors or operates reactors. Perhaps this will b.e sufficient 
for ever. Yetrio government has lasted continuously for 1,000 . 
;y:~ars ~ orlly the Catholic Church has survi ved moreor less 
cotitinuously for 2,000 years or so. Our Commi tment to nuclear 

. energy is assumed to last in perpetui ty - can we thinkof a 
'; national entitythat J?ossesses the resilienceto remain alive 

for even a single half-life of plutonium-239 ? A permanent cadre 
of exp.erts, that will retain i ts continui ty over:Ünmensely long 
times hardlyseems feasible if the cadre 'is anational body. 

" 
It may be that an.lnternational Authority, operating as an 

. agent of the Uni ted,~ation43, could· become t.he focus for this 
~'cadre ofe1Cpertise. The~:x:perts themselves would remain under 
rtafi"ona·lau.spices, but they would be part of aworldwide 

';coinmunity 01' experts who are held together, are monitored, 
"and are giyen.along-terUl"stability by the International 

Authority" The CatholicChurch is the best example of what· 
Ih~ve in, Ulind: a ce:o.traiauthority. thatproclaims and to a 
degree ~p.f6rces doctrine, maintains its own leng-term social 
stability;and has the connection to every country1s own 
Catholic Church." 

These and other considerations have induced P.Handler, the 
'.i: ' 

President oL the U. S.' Ac ade'my' , of Sciences," to aremarkable> 

declaration'( 19) WhlCh h~, ~nder pressure , later softened: "WhEm 

one adds the nightmare ofthe existence of the 15000 tons of 
plutonium required for that many breeder reactors, the health 
hazard in handling plutonium, the police effort required so that 
plutonium is not removed for the construction of illicit 'nuclear 
weapons, and the task of waste disposal, one rieed 'not invoke the 
possibil5::ty; of a catastrophicaccident to considerthat this is 
an insupportable scenario. 1I 
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§ 11. Demontage of Power Stations 

For laek of hard knowledge it may be assumed that a nuelear 

power station has a life of about 25 years, L e. of about 9000 days. 

If the assumed 5000 gigawatts of power in the world are furnished 

by 5000 stations, 1000 megawatts eaeh, it follows for a stationary 

state that notohly one new giant station must be taken into 

exploitation onee every 2 days, but thai also an equally large old 

station must stop. The reaetor corpses and the aeeessory installations 

ean'hardly standaround indefinet~ly. Thus demolition will be needed 

in the same rhythm. 

We have no any praetieal knowledge about the teehniques as yet, 

but surely demolition will, beeause of the strong radiation emitted 

by many reaetor eomponents, be diffieult even after long times. After 

all, the reaetor wasexposed to an enormous number of neutrons so that 

steel, eonerete, ete. are aetivated. Nobody knows how far an approach 

to the various parts of the reaetor eorpse will be possible. How ean 

during demolition the produetion of radioaetive dust be avoided, and 

how ean the large volume of radioaetive debris be transported off and 

stored. Also in salt mines ? 

It is eha~aeterisiie of th~ laek of sense of responsibility in 

respeet of the nuelear power problems that these problems have so far 

not been eonsidered seriously, although mankind will be faeed by them 

aeutely after a few decades. 

§ 12. Problems of Eeonomy 

In eontrast, the literature on the eeonomies of nuelear' power, 

whieh is issued by the firms that make or operate power stations, is 

abundant. Espeeially sinee the inerease of the oil priees results are 

very favourable.' However, it is notieed that in these ealeulations 

the indireet eosts that are correlated with nueiearpowerare not 

taken into aeeount suffieiently. 

First, the extraordinary sUms spent on research and development 

are not eonsidered. As will be seen below, the military has seen to it 

that the money was found.For illustration we state that Rand D for 

the fast breeder in the USA alone is estimated to cost 10 milliard 
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dollars of government money to the end of the century. As all 

relevant estimates nave sofar been··very much exce'eded, the costs 

will in fact certainly be much more. In the one year 1976, the 

Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA), whichtogether with 

thJ'NRC has ~ucceeded the USAEC, will spend for nuclear Rand D 

1200 million dollars. Thereof, the fast breeder will swallow 
r 

655 million. 

Further correlated costs are caused by the construction and the 

operation of the reprocessing factories, about which no reliable 

knowledge exists. The conviction spreads that such factories cannot 

operate commercially at all. Nevertheless, they are to be buil t 

because the unprocessed fuel elements cannotbe, stored indefini tely. 

This would mean that the factories must be permanent}y subsidized -

by whom? Inthis case, the new fuel. elements fram tbe re.processing 

factories co:uld not have genuine prices *). . , 

Thirdly; the expense for the terminal storage of the radioactive 
{' " 

ashes 'timst be included into the price of the electric power. The 

costsfoJ? instrumental supervision, including the pay of the guards 

durirrghu:ndreds of thousands of years, are also to be taken. into 

accouht. Moreover we must add the wholly unknown costs for the 

demolition of the reactor corpses. 

Fourthly, the costs for the social, poli tical and police measures 

that are considered: as irlevi table mu.st also enter the price. of power. 

The fifth and most important point is that the proliferation of 

nuclear energy, as we shall see presently, leads to increasing tensions 

and consequently to increasing military burdens (development of new 

weapons systems, actions to acquire bases, et.c.) and to increasingly 

*) In 1976, the firm Nuclear Services, West Valley, New York, stopped 
reprocessing as .. operations were not profitable (20). 600000 gallons 
of highly radioactive solutions were left •. Alone solidification 
:(not to speak of terminal "storage) wouldcost 400 million dollars. 
No finance was in :!3ighti~The construction or: a new plant wi th a 
capacity of 600 - 750 tpns of fuel elements. on the pasis of the 
safety standards cf the NRC would cost, it' was said, 600 million 
dollars and take 12: years.: If the. figureof 600 million dollars 
per 750 t per year were made the basts for .. linear extrapolation, 
one would arrive at an aggregate cost of about 20000 million 

. dollars for plants capable .cf reprocessin.g all nuclear fuel in 
Dixie Ray' s world (Dixieland; § 4), assuming that the breeders 
were predominant. This estimate has the same order of magnitude 

.. as the West German estimate (§ 5). '. 
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irksome obstacles to peaceful economic development. Very high 

correlated costs are the consequence. 

§ 13. Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

The most serious of all problems in the expansion of the socalled 

peaceful utilization of nuclear energy is indeed the proliferation of 

nuclear weapons. Theplutonium 239 from the energyproducing reactors 

is a nuclear explosive. For instance, a light water reactor of 1000 

megawatts may furnish 250 kg plutonium per year. This amount is enough 

for at least 25 warheadsof the strength of the bomb used against 

Nagasaki in 1945 (15,16). Clearly a breeder of the same power makes 

4 times as much plutonium. Altogether the production of 5000 t of 

plutonium, as fore seen for the year 2000, is sufficient for the pro

duction of several hundreds of thousands nuclear weapons, type 

Nagasaki -- each year! Even though according to industry all this 

plutonium is to be burned peacefully in breeders, the fact remains-. 

that already the diversion of a small part and even t:pe existence of .. 

large amounts of plutonium within the production cycle are 

unprecedented threats. 

True, the plutonium 239 is, as mentioned, mixed with increasing 

amounts of plutonium 240, as .the time of residencewithin the operating 

reactor increases. Plutonium 240" in practice inseparable from 

plutonium 239, is less effective as a nuclear explosive than the 

latter. Hence the quality of the plutonium as an explosive decreases 

with an increasing content of plutonium 240. The required minimum weight 

of the warhead increases, its yield is less good and less precisely 

predictable. Neverthel:ess, the plutonium remains in every case a nuclear 

explosive with frightful effect, whatever the content of plutonium 240. 

Against theassertions of industry, any and every plutonium as obtained 

in reactoroperation is usable as a nuclear explosive. From the 

technical point of view, it is up to any country with nuclear 

installations to make explosives of the desired quality and quantity, 

A reprocessing factory, needed for the: recovery of the plutonium, can 

be buil t 'by a developing country, as the example of India shows, though 

such a factory may not be sophisticated from the technical, economic 

or safety point of view. 
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The intention of the majori ty of ihe nuclear weapons .StatES has 

been to prevent, by means of the nonproliferation treaty (1TT), the 

entry of more and more powers into their circle, which comprises at 

least six countries already now. However, many countries which either 

have nuclear weapons ~(China, France)· OT whichare or-'wiil soon 

techn:lcally and economically be capable of the production of nuclear 
. ! ~ 

we.apons(BrasiJ,., South Africa, Israel, Egypt, etc.) h.avenot signed 

the,.kreaty. Maybe some of the last-named states have already J?roduced 

and ~ stored ymqlear weapons in secret. In addition, ;there .. is no real 

c,ert<;l.inty that. in presumed national emergencies. countries would not 

terminate their commitments; the text of the treaty expressly 

permit,s the si.gnataries to leave the treaty with aperiod of three 

months. Moreover, th~ßecr~t diversion of plutonium cannot be too 
._: .i.' ' , . :.--

dif[tpult for governments. No doubt the existence of nuclear power 

stations in perh<;l.ps 50, different countries in the year 2000 will give 

a new dimension to the problem. 

The start of nuclear weapons production is made eve l1 easier by 

the fact that all non-nuclear parts can be constructed in advance and 

tested with non-nu<?lear explosives without contravention to NPT. 

Experts think that in this case the completion, by insertion of 

nuclear explosi Ye, ~,ould require some weeks, only. 

,Th,e emplQyment?.f nuclear weapons has multiplied the horrors of 

war tremendously. The explosive force of recent weapons (hydr9gen, 

ignited by plutoniu,!Il,) often exceeds that of the "primitive" bombs of 
',\ .; . 

:\' 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, ~hich claimed a quarter of a million dead (3), 

a thousandfold ,and moreapiece. The USA alone may now own more than 

30000 nuclear warheads. About 7000 are ready for action in Western 

and Central Europe. 

Nuclear weß,pons in the arsenals may tempt governments to try'a 

surprise knock~_ov.t b19)'l against presumed enemies ("clean surgical . . -, . 

strike"). UnfortuD...a:t;.ely, this negative feature w.ill in the long run . . . ... . . (.,. ~ . 

exceed in importan,qe the positive feature which s.ome observers see in 

the Il.equilibriumof terror". Not only has war become more terri ble 

throughnuclear weapons, but the prob<;l.bility of war is bound to 

increase by their existence, 

The growing danger of international conflicts makes the efforts 

of more and more countries to obtain "peaceful" nuclear energy hectic. 

Brasil, South Africa, Pakistan and Iran have secured installations, 
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material and. knowhow, also for reprocessing, by contracts with 

leading exporters. (FRG, France, USA). Who would maintain that all 

these cOuntries q,;re. moti vated by shortage of fossil fuel? Through 

reactor plutonium, weapons proliferation is going on, whatever the 

involved countries may still, for reasons of diplomacy, see fit to 

pretend *) 
In the nuclear race, the sophisticated radiation safety 

standards about which. the firms talk will not be maintained at the 

expense oL the quant i ty and quali ty of the plutonium. This will. be 

especially true for the developing countries, where the material 

and the administrative infrastructure as well as the scientific 

and technical traditions are weak. 

Whatever our .. views on world poli tical developments in then,ext 

100 years, i.e., 3 g~nerations (who w.ould venture further forecasts ?), 

the expanding nuclear industry does create more and more problems for 

the next. thousands of generations. Whatever the structure of the 

future world,.the plutonium made now will, unl.ess it were fully 

removedby "burning" without breeding, stay with mankind practically 

for ever. 

§ 14. Conelusion 

, . 

The author coneludes from the considerations put forward that 

the construction of nuelear power stations ought to be reduced to a 

minimum and to be stopped altogether as soon as possible. A ·transition 

to a plutonium economy is to be rejeeted. Therefore neither reprocessing 

factories designed for a future nor breeders are to be built. If our 

generation yields to the temptation to subject itself to nuclear energy 

in order to avoid diffieultiesby moderation inenergy consumption~ it 

burdens itself and above all the coming (unasked ! ) generations, through 

the piling-up especially of plutonium, with a mortgage of poison and 

*) It was stated by the Shah of Iran in an interview granted to 
American journalists (21) in 1976 in respeet to nuclear energy 
and possible independent reprocessing that Iran is ready to 
submit to any international control. Only cases "where national 
sovereignty is threatened" are exempt (sie). 
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explosive for;whos~-liC1uidation we· cannot see a w.ay. Of course ,the 

retreat from nUGlear energy, in the end necessary, will become more 

andmorediffi:cult a:S further enormous amounts of money areinvested ., 

into.nuclear· power stations, the ancillary installations and the 

formati.on of ex.perts. 

The energy problems are exploited in many, and especially in 

some of the decisive,countries by ;the military, which precisely 

wants as much :plutonium as possible. The military has been followed 

by the largefirms which have undertakenthe profitable production 

of nuclear.equipment. This technical task is essentially a matte'r 

for the most PQwerful firms., some ·.af· which we have namedat 0 the 

start. Together, these forces, rich in prestige and financeand 

acting visibly and· invisibly, constitute the "mili tary--industrial 

:c9mplex" , of whose influencePresident Eisenhower warne.d Ame_rica' in 

hi.s farewell speech. Naturally this comp,lex i8 served readilyby a 

certain kind of politician. 

On a limit ed scale, .nuclear power may be inevit able ,. too bridge 

the energy gap. But mankind. ought t.o stop on the vtay;down, and in

good time look round for alternatives. A "INorld Made of Plutonium"(6::) 

is a world of Nagasaki and Hiroshima. It is a world where already in 

peacetime nuclear rockets are directed against every town to destroy 

i t as soon as the button is pressed. The. superior knowledge of the 

specialized experts must not be an obstacle for ordinary people to 

raise their voices, to aSk for explanation and justifi~ation and to 

demand the right to decide. Tb modify the famous saying by 

Clemenceau: NUclear energy is too serious a matter to be left to 

the nuclear expert sand "to the big firms. 

The much-heralded atomic (nuclear) aga haG indood operied. We 

ought to see to it comes'to a close in gOod time. True, the problem 

cannot be solved by any sihgle country by itself. Almost all 

countries fear to be left behind if they quit the race.Perhaps· 

in our competitive world they are not so wrong, so that the obvious 

comparison with the Gadarene swine of the Bible, each of whom .. - ._-' 

presumably also thought it CQuld notquit, may be lI\isleading. Be 

this as it may, . all citizerlp of good willof all countries oughtto 

contribute to the 'worldwide solution of the terri ble problem.· 

Before leaving nuclear energy the question shouid at least be 

mentioned whether the pioneers anct -;>rophets of the atomic age, 
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in.clud·ing great and socially-minded men like Joliot, 'Sz'ilard and 

Urey, were really entirely wrong. I do not think so. The quest ion 

has been briefly touched in a paper to the 26th Pugwash Conference (6) .. 

andwill be treated more fully in a paper to the 27th Pugwash 

Conferenoe in 1977.' 

I cannot conclude this paragraph withoutexpressing deep sympathy 

for themany ,experts thatjoined nuolear energy work withthe'wish to 

improve the lot .of their country or of mankind, "workedhard, , .. 
contributedto ,scientifio and teohnical progress, and for whom now, 

aft~r so many years, it is impossible to leave. In most cases, they 

just have. no alternative, intelleotually or materialTy. Amongothers, 

this applies to members of national atomic energy oommissions and of 

the International Atomio EnergyAgenoy, IAEA, among whom there are 

many fine men. 

It is signifioant that the centre ofthe activities of IAEA is 

being increasingly shifted towards "safeguards", i.e., the prevention 

of weapons proliferation. So on the share of safeguards', whatever the 
<1 value,w;ill be .overwhelming. If there is to beB. peaceful future for 

mankind and nuclear energy is to be restricted to a bridging function 

until safer energy is available, IAEA as weIl as other organisations 

for nu.clear oenergy w:j:ll gradually have to change 'in lcharac-tei, or to' ::'. 

fade out. 

§ 15~ Solar Energy as Alternative 

\Vhile there ar~ no important short-time alternatives to the 

energy of nuolear fission,long-term,alter~atives do exist. We have 
- . ~ , ~ .. 

in view the energy of nuolear fusion (probably. objeotionable on 

various grounds), geothermal energy (9f,unoertain seope) and, mainly, 

solar energy, Moreover, by drastie measures energy eould be saved on 

a large seale; sooner or later, limitationswill have to be introdueed 

in any oase, whatever hap})ens (§ 2 ). A few words are to be said here 

about solar energy. In view of the growing literature (22,23) in this 

field we shall be very brief. 

Solar radiation flows to the Earth at arate of 170 billion 

(170 x 10
12

) kilowatts. This oorrespondsto40000 kw per head of the 

worldpopulation while even in the riehest eountries energy oonsumption 

(all forms of energy) amounts to only 10 kw per head. About one half 
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ofthe energy f1üx': penetrates the atmosphere and reaehes the surface 

of··the Earth,' 
... 

. Many teehniques for the use of heat of relatively.low temper~ture, 

easily obtained by absorption of solar radiation, exist. M~t:hods .fqr 

spaee heating, for warm water produetion, for eooling and .. p'1,\mping are 
:. ..; " " . -' ~. i. :. 

Jbeing improved iül the time. Pilot plaDI'B:"for the generation cf el~.ctric 

-power through the utilization ofsueh heat ("tower ~~~e~p~lI) are being 

buil t. For specialpurposes (testing of materials,etc.) he at ean also 

be. obtained at high temperatures- if lenses or eurved mirrors are 

applied. This is done' for the solar furnace in the Freneh Pyrenees. 

Solareellson the basis of semiconduetors convert the energy of 

light wi th yield's up to 15 % and have proved their worth .. in space 
. . 

flight. While at present the manufaeture of cells for general use is 

too expensive they may beeome very mueh cheaper . 

. The presen-t-' author support s the photochemieal utilization of 

light through the'splitting of water into hydrogen and oxygen (24, 

25,27), The hydrogen'obtained in "photolysis" would be the energy 

barrier in a hydrogen eeonomy, many times diseussed in conneetion 

with'nuelear power. Hydrogen is easily stored and. piped .. over long 

distanees. In its eombustion the environment. is ngt polluted. 

Hydrogen supp'lie's heat for households and industry. Wi th eombustion 

engines, eleetrie power may be generated. Power generation with still 

mueh higher yield would be possible in gcüva1.lie fuel cells? the 

development of whiehm~kes rapidpr'~g~e~·~. further, hydrogen serves 

as a reaetant in ehemieal industry, notably for the reduetion of . . ".' . ~ . 

earbon 'dioxide to hydrocarbons (liquidfuels). Hydrogen ean .' .',. . . 

substitute 'for coal or eQke in metallurgy. Finally, hydrogen can 

be fed direetly to baeteria whose bioma.ss i.s· a valuable feedstuff. 

While the photolysis of :water has; so far not been achieved to 

an\ ap:pre~i.able extent in artifiei?:l sys.tems, no law of Nature stands 

in Hs way. Indeed the pl,ants .haveessentially functioned by this 

prineiple for 3 millard years (3 gigayears}(~6)~ . Admittedly gaseous 
..' . . .~ 

hydrogen does not appear in plant metabolism, but the biophysieal 

analysis of photosynthesis shows that the central energetie 

aehievement of the pl~nts eo~sists in.the production of reducing 

substan;es that ar~, from thepoint of vie.w of energy, equi valent 

t~'lfree h;drogen. One of the first aims of Rand D in the iutilization 

of solar energy by photochemistry ts precise knowledge of the 
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mechanisms of plant photolysis, so that subsequently technical 

processes for the photolytic pro'duction of hydrogen can be developed. 

The object would not beio copy plant photolysis, but to obtain 

inspiration from it (27). 

Strongly increasedsupport of work on solar energy is needed. 

While ERDA, as mentioned, now pays 1200 million dollar per year for 

Rand D in the field of nuclear energy, it spends only 80 million for 

R and D in solar energy. This amount is quite insufficient, although 

support has been much 'increased compared to earlier years(1973: 4; 
1974: 14 million doilar). 

Solar energy has high quality (thermodynamic potential), but it 

is dilute. Therefore large-scale power production requires large 

areas. While useful areas can often be found in zones with moderate 

climates, hot deserts are obviously the best place. The radiation 

flux to the top of the atmosphere is maximum there, and normally there 

is no cloud cover. Moreover, such deserts are no use now. Admittedly 

new problems will arise between the States as a consequence of the 

concentration of the additional production of energy in new areas of 

the world. Such problems can and must be solved in international 

collaboration. 

§ 16. An International Solar Power Institute 

An International Solar Power Institute (ISPI) would be highly 

desirable, and could be founded by the Uni ted Nations. Such an 

institute would prevent dissipation of finance by separate action 

by dozens of countries, and would make possible the concentration 

of highly skilled manpower. It should not all be under a single roof, 

but should rather have departments in various countries: on the one 

hand, in countries with strong insolation, and, on the other hand, 

in countries with first class scientific-technical infrastructure. 

The institute should attract highly motivated scientists from 

different branches. The union of the forces of many countries for 

peaceful development would be an important factor for world peace. 

The costs of ISPI would not be excessive, and not approach e.g. those 

of the international institutes for nuclear and particle physics in 

Geneva (CERN) and Dubna. No precis"on instruments, kilometres long, 
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would be needed. NB. The usefulness of the Geneva and Dubna 

institutes is'not bedenied.They generatemost valuable 

scientific results, andthey also demonstrate the feasibility of 

internatiö~al integ~atiön. 
ISPI could study the photothermal, the photoelectric and the 

photochemical utilization of solar energy. The time needed for 

massive success will presuriläbly increase in the order given. 

Deca.de's\Hll have' to pass before technically useful processes for 

lar'ge-scale power production will be available. But it should not 

be forgotten that notwithstanding the enormous support provided by 

the military thirty years lay between the discovery of nuclear 

fission and the start of large nuclear power stations. A crash 

programme for solar energy research, as asked for by pugwash in 

1974 and again in 1976, is all the more urgent. 
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